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on Azure



Azure Resource Hierarchy                                         
Subscriptions vs. Resource Groups
Learn the advantages and shortcomings of Azure resource groups as self-service cloud environments for 
DevOps teams.

Resource container

AWS accounts, GCP projects and Azure 
subscriptions are all containers for cloud 
resources provisioned from any available cloud 
service offered by the provider (also referred to 
as workload).

Isolation

Resources deployed to one tenant cannot affect 
other cloud resources (unless explicit sharing/
peering of resources such as virtual networks 
was explicitly enabled).

Let’s go a little more into detail.

In this Whitepaper we’ll cover:

Cloud Tenants in Multi-Cloud Management
Azure Subscriptions are conceptually similar to AWS Accounts or GCP Projects.

We at meshcloud manage these entities as meshTenants underneath a meshProject because 
they all share similar properties of a tenant in a multi-tenant public cloud environment:

· Cloud tenants in multi-cloud management

· Resource containers

· Tenant isolation

· Identity and access management

· Policy assignments

· Billing and cost reporting

· Integration of Azure Resource Groups with Azure services

IAM

Tenants have their own IAM and can inherit IAM 
policies down to individual resources.

Policy

Tenants should be part of a resource hierarchy 
that allows cloud foundation teams to inherit IAM 
and policy configuration.

Billing

The tenant aggregates all consumption charges 
for cloud resources and workload deployed to it.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/aws-professional/accounts
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/gcp-professional/#managing-accounts-and-subscription
https://docs.meshcloud.io/docs/meshcloud.tenant.html
https://docs.meshcloud.io/docs/meshcloud.project.html


What is an Azure Resource Group?
Resource groups (RG) are the direct container for cloud resources managed using Azure Resource Manager 
(ARM). Subscriptions contain resource groups. This two-level hierarchy makes resource groups a standout 
compared to AWS Accounts and GCP Projects which offer no similar resource grouping or subdivision 
mechanisms. 

Microsoft’s recommended best practice is to group resources that share the same lifecycle into a resource 
group. This is especially important if using ARM templates for deployments. 

Exception: Resources deployed using Azure “Classic Deployment Model” are deployed directly into 
subscriptions. 

Subscriptions are contained in an Azure AD tenant. There are no limits how many subscription an AAD tenant 
can support. Most enterprise customers use Enterprise Agreement Enrollment Accounts (EAEA) to create 
and manage subscriptions for their organisations. However there’s a current limitation of 2000 subscriptions 
per EAEA. This limit has been increased multiple times in the past and it’s technically possible to use multiple 
EA Accounts to provision subscriptions into a single AAD tenant.

Why Tenant Isolation is Important
Cloud tenants need to provide a strong security boundary and ensure that issues in one tenant do not affect 
other tenants, unless dependencies were explicitly created between these tenants such as peered VNets. This 
is an important property for cloud foundation teams that want to ensure there are no undesired infrastructure-
level interdependencies between applications (e.g. sharing database servers, storage accounts etc.).

Azure defines service quotas at the subscription level. There are hard limits (e.g. 980 resource groups per 
subscription, max. 25000 VMs etc.) as well as soft limits that can be increased by filing quota increase 
support requests. This means that resource groups inside a subscription can potentially compete for resource 
quotas allocation, causing unforseen issues (e.g. during deployment or auto-scaling). 

Cloud Tenant Identity and Access Management
Related to tenant isolation is the ability to define individual access control on cloud tenants and inherit this 
access down to resources. Both Azure subscriptions and resource groups support individual role based 
access control (RBAC).

Development teams can use resource groups as part of their deployment model to further subdivide resource 
access. In combination with automated management for subscription-level IAM this can enable shared 
responsibility IAM models where a central governance team enforces subscription-level IAM while DevOps 
teams are granted freedom to employ granular IAM structures (principle of least privilege). For example a 
team could assign a managed Identity a custom RBAC role used for accessing the storage account belonging 
to an application in the same resource group. 

Focus Policy Assignments on Azure Management Groups and 
Subscriptions
Azure Management Groups can be explicitly targeted by policy assignments. They are conceptually similar to 
GCP Folders and AWS Organization Units. 

In the Azure resource hierarchy, Azure management groups, subscriptions and resource groups can all be 
individually targeted by policy assignments. However it helps to reduce complexity by focussing policy 
assignments on management groups and subscriptions only as this provides a simplified level of control. 

Azure Blueprints are an important tool that cloud foundation operators can use to apply parameterized 
policies and ARM resource templates to individual subscriptions. Azure Blueprints can create and deploy 
resource groups and apply resource locks (e.g. to protect a log workspace connection used to ship audit logs 
to centralized storage). Azure Blueprints can only be assigned on subscription scope, they cannot be applied 
to individual resource groups.
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/overview#resource-groups
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/azure-subscription-service-limits#virtual-machines-limits---azure-resource-manager
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-portal/supportability/per-vm-quota-requests
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/blueprints/overview


Billing and Cost Reporting
Subscriptions are the unit of billing in Microsoft Azure. There are multiple Azure Subscription Offer types 
available, e.g. separate Enterprise Dev/Test subscriptions that may offer preferential pricing for non-productive 
resources.  

Azure Enterprise Agreement cost reporting reports consumption on subscription level and can additionally 
offer aggregations on account and department level. This hierarchy is distinct from the management group 
hierarchy, which focuses on providing an inheritance model for easily applying suitable policies and access 
control to cloud resources.

Depending on the billing API used to retrieve consumption data from Microsoft Azure, resource group level 
reporting can require cumbersome tagging of individual resoruces and additional aggregation effort for 
suitable reporting.

Integration

Integration with Azure Services
Many “managed services” in Azure like Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) require creation of a second managed 
resource group in the subscription. Using these services together with a tag-based or resource group based 
cost allocation scheme requires very careful planning in order not to risk breaking service level objectives 
(SLOs).

Integration with meshcloud meshStack
meshStack employs the following conceptual model for mapping governance structures across AWS, Azure 
and GCP: 

This model favors mapping Subscriptions over Resource Groups because this enables the use of Azure 
Blueprints. Microsoft offers many blueprint examples implementing controls for common IT security 
standards such as ISO 27001.

This integration also covers automated cost import via the Azure Cost Management API.

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/support/legal/offer-details
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cost-management-billing/manage/ea-portal-get-started
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/faq#why-are-two-resource-groups-created-with-aks
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/faq#why-are-two-resource-groups-created-with-aks
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/faq#can-i-modify-tags-and-other-properties-of-the-aks-resources-in-the-node-resource-group
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/blueprints/samples/


Planning a Resource Hierarchy
Microsoft provides guidance on modeling management group hierarchies for different organizational 
requirements as part of the Cloud Adoption Framework.

From our experience working with big enterprise corporations with complex divisional structures we 
recommend an approach that aligns the management group hierarchy with the intended set of landing zones 
to be offered, e.g. Dev/Prod. Cloud Foundation teams should consider the following points:

Planning a Migration from Resource Groups to 
Subscriptions
Cloud Foundation Teams that want to move from resource groups to subscriptions for providing self-service 
cloud tenant environments can leverage Azure’s ability to move resource groups to a new subscription.

This process can be automated. Alternatively cloud foundation teams can offer subscriptions to existing 
customers and request they migrate in self-service. This can be especially useful if the new Landing Zone 
also introduces a stricter set of policies that require individual verification by teams operating workloads. 

Further Resources
Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework (the current best practice guide)

Microsoft Enterprise Scaffold (legacy, has been replaced by Cloud Adoption Framework)

Reducing complexity in the hierarchical structure

In order to reduce complexity and simplify audits of the resulting cloud infrastructure resource 
hierarchies should be kept as flat as possible. This promotes centralized governance with only one 
unit of self-service delegation (subscriptions) instead of introducing intermediate “self-service” 
units such as “department” management groups.

Using IT applications as the primitive unit

Planning the resource hierarchy with IT applications/systems as the primitive unit of service 
offers resilience against internal reorganizations and moving operational responsibility for an IT 
application to a different department.

Considering isolation

Strong separation of shared services (owned by the Cloud Foundation Team) and customer 
workloads.

Strong separation of productive and non-productive workloads. This especially critical if productive 
systems are facing additional regulatory requirements compared to development or test workloads.
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-adoption-framework/decision-guides/subscriptions/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/move-resource-group-and-subscription
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-adoption-framework
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-adoption-framework/reference/migration-with-enterprise-scaffold

